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A COMpendium of our research

Health outcomes research is playing an increasingly important role in pharmaceutical development as new products enter competitive markets and face demands for economic evidence, safety, and efficacy. A clear and early understanding of value is critical to commercial success, and requires companies to have capabilities in health economics and associated disciplines of epidemiology, biostatistics, outcomes research, and pharmacoconomics in place for ready use across their customers and therapeutic areas.

For nearly three decades, Analysis Group has been distinguished by a unique combination of expertise in health economics, outcomes research, epidemiology, biostatistics, and health policy. Our outcomes research has resulted in thought leadership and a robust record of publications and presentations across the leading medical, outcomes, and health economics journals and conferences, covering a range of clinical and methodological areas. This compendium includes published manuscripts as well as abstracts through May 2017.

For more information on our research activities and health care consulting practice, please visit our website, www.analysisgroup.com.
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Autoimmune/Inflammatory

Clinical Outcomes Associated with Switching or Discontinuation from Anti-TNF Inhibitors for Nonmedical Reasons.
*Publication:* Clinical Therapeutics 2017 03. e-pub ahead of print 2017/04/02; doi: 10.1016/j.clinthera.2017.03.005.
*Authors:* Wolf D, Skup M, Yang H, Fang AP, Kageleiry A, Chao J, Mittal M, Lebwohl M.

Effectiveness and healthcare costs among stabilised rheumatoid arthritis patients with dose reduction of adalimumab or etanercept in real world.
*Publication:* Clinical and Experimental Rheumatology 2017 03. e-pub ahead of print 2017/03/25.
*Authors:* Yang M, Galebach PJ, Signorovitch JE, Garg V.

Drug Cost per Responder for the Treatment of Moderate-to-Severe Psoriasis and Active Psoriatic Arthritis.
*Authors:* Armstrong A, Merola J, Yang M, Li J, Zhao J, Sundaram M, A G.

Economic Evaluation of Timely Versus Delayed Use of Tumor Necrosis Factor Inhibitors for Treatment of Psoriatic Arthritis in the US.
*Authors:* Strand V, Husni E, Griffith J, Zhou ZY, Signorovitch J, Ganguli A.

Economic Burden and Treatment Patterns of Cycling between Conventional Synthetic Disease-modifying Antirheumatic Drugs Among Biologic-treated Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis.
*Authors:* Betts KA, Griffith J, Ganguli A, Li N, Douglas K, Wu EQ.

Economic Burden of Switching to a Non-Tumor Necrosis Factor Inhibitor Versus a Tumor Necrosis Factor Inhibitor Biologic Therapy among Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis.
*Authors:* Zhou ZY, Griffith J, Du EX, Chin D, Betts KA, Ganguli A.

Relative efficacy of adalimumab versus secukinumab in active ankylosing spondylitis: A matching-adjusted indirect comparison.
*Authors:* Betts KA, Mittal M, Song J, Skup M, Joshi A.

Network Meta-Analysis and Cost Per Responder of Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha and Interleukin Inhibitors in the Treatment of Active Ankylosing Spondylitis.
*Authors:* Betts KA, Griffith J, Song Y, Mittal M, Joshi A, Wu EQ, Ganguli A.

Economic impact of expanded use of biologic therapy for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and Crohn’s disease in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and Mexico.
ASAS40 and ASDAS clinical responses in the ABILITY-1 clinical trial translate to meaningful improvements in physical function, health-related quality of life and work productivity in patients with non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis.


*Authors:* van der Heijde D, Joshi A, Pangan AL, Chen N, Betts K, Mittal M, Bao Y.

Daclatasvir and Sofosbuvir Versus Sofosbuvir and Ribavirin in Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C Coinfected with HIV: A Matching-adjusted Indirect Comparison.


An indirect comparison and cost per responder analysis of adalimumab, methotrexate and apremilast in the treatment of methotrexate-naive patients with psoriatic arthritis.


*Authors:* Betts KA, Griffith J, Friedman A, Zhou ZY, Signorovitch JE, Ganguli A.

The economic burden of dermatomyositis and polymyositis in the us.


Economic burden of non-responders to biologic DMARD treatments in rheumatoid arthritis.

*Abstract:* American College of Rheumatology/Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals Annual Scientific Meeting, ACR/ARHP, United States Nov 11-16, 2016.

*Authors:* Strand V, Tundia N, Song Y, Macaulay D, Fuldeore M.

Thresholds of benefit-risk trade-offs from the patient perspective for treatment decisions in moderate-to-severe rheumatoid arthritis.


*Authors:* Husni ME, Griffith J, Betts K, Song Y, Ganguli A.

Incremental benefit of radiographic inhibition on long-term outcomes in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

*Abstract:* American College of Rheumatology/Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals Annual Scientific Meeting, ACR/ARHP, United States Oct 11-16, 2016.

*Authors:* Keystone EC, Betts KA, Schlacher CA, Song Y, Ganguli A, Griffith J.

Prediction of flaring in rheumatoid arthritis patients upon biologics dose tapering: a chart review study in Taiwan.


Real-world Impact of Taiwan Health Policy on Dose Tapering and Withdrawing Biologics in Rheumatoid Arthritis Patients: A Retrospective Chart Review Study.


Effects of Adalimumab on Health-related Quality of Life in Psoriasis Patients With and Without Comorbid Psoriatic Arthritis: Value of Reducing PASI Scores and Systemic Inflammation.


Authors: Okun M, Yang M, Koo V, Sundaram M, Signorovitch J.

Evaluation of timely versus delayed use of tumor necrosis factor inhibitors in the treatment of psoriatic arthritis: Economic and clinical results from a modeling study.


Authors: Strand V, Husni ME, Griffith J, Zhou ZY, Signorovitch J, Ganguli A.

Network Meta-Analysis and Cost per Responder of Tumor Necrosis Factor, Interleukin, and Phosphodiesterase Inhibitors in the Treatment of Psoriatic Arthritis.


Authors: Strand V HM, Betts K, Griffith J, Song Y, Beppu M, Ganguli A.

Relative efficacy of adalimumab versus secukinumab in active psoriatic arthritis: A matching-adjusted indirect comparison.


Authors: Betts K, Mittal M, Joshi A, Song J, Bao Y.

Economic and comorbidity burden among moderate-to-severe psoriasis patients with comorbid psoriatic arthritis.


Authors: Feldman SR, Zhao Y, Shi L, Tran MH, Lu J.

Assessment of income growth in patients with rheumatoid arthritis treated with anti-tumor necrosis factor therapy.


Authors: Bergman M, De G, Ganguli A, Signorovitch J, Bao Y.

Effect of Cumulating Exposure to Abacavir on the Risk of Cardiovascular Disease Events in Patients From the Swiss HIV Cohort Study.


Real-world treatment patterns of gout patients treated with colchicine or other common treatments for gout in acute care settings: a retrospective chart review study.


Authors: Shiozawa A, Cloutier M, Heroux J, Guerin A, Wu EQ, Jackson R.

Comorbidity burden and medication use among patients with psoriatic arthritis in the US.


Authors: Merola J, Han S, Xie J, Song H, Herrera V, Wei J, Wu EQ, Palmer JB.
Comparative efficacy and tolerability of daclatasvir + sofosbuvir versus sofosbuvir + ribavirin in patients with chronic hepatitis C coinfected with HIV: A matching-adjusted indirect comparison.


Economic Burden and Treatment Patterns of Cycling between Non-Biologic Disease Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs (DMARDs) among Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA).

Authors: Li N, Betts KA, Griffith J, Ristovska L, Douglas K, Ganguli A.


Authors: Strand V, Husni ME, Reichmann W, Betts K, Griffith J, Song Y, Beppu M, Ganguli A.

Relative efficacy of adalimumab versus secukinumab in active psoriatic arthritis: A matching-adjusted indirect comparison.

Authors: Betts KA, Mittal M, Joshi A, Song J, Bao Y.

Healthcare resource utilization and work loss in dermatomyositis and polymyositis patients in a privately-insured population in the US.


Impact of Taiwan health policy for dose tapering and withdrawing biologics in rheumatoid arthritis patients: A real-world chart review study.


Projected economic impact of increased use of biologic treatments for rheumatoid arthritis in Argentina, Colombia, and Mexico over 10 years.

Abstract: ISPOR 5th Latin America Conference, Santiago, Chile Sep 6-8, 2015.
Authors: Rojas Serrano J, de Abreu M, Tundia N, Skup M, Sorg R, Macaulay D, Bao Y, Chaves L, Chao J.

Short-term clinical outcomes and healthcare resource utilization in patients with rheumatoid arthritis tapering anti-TNF agents in Taiwan.

Abstract: 17th Asia Pacific League of Associations for Rheumatology Congress (APLAR), Chennai, India Sep 6-9, 2015.

Assessment of salary growth in patients with ankylosing spondylitis treated with and without anti-tumor necrosis factor therapy.

Authors: Deodhar A, Mittal M, Joshi A, Signorovitch JE, Yang M, Bao Y.
Economic evaluation of timely versus delayed use of anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) biologics in the treatment of psoriatic arthritis (PSA) in the US.

Authors: Zhou Z, Signorovitch JE, Griffith JM, Zhong Y, Ganguli A.

Network Meta-Analysis and Cost Per Responder of Tumor Necrosis Factor and Phosphodiesterase Inhibitors in the Treatment of Psoriatic Arthritis.

Authors: Betts K, Reichmann W, Guo J.

Comorbid psoriatic arthritis significantly impairs health-related quality of life in patients with moderate to severe psoriasis.

Authors: Kimball AB, Sundaram M, Signorovitch J, Yang M, Taska B.

Rates and risk factors of PsA disease progression amongst newly diagnosed PsA patients.

Authors: Meroloa J, Guerin A, Sundaram M, Jarvis J, Cummings AK, Ghorayeb E.

Economic implications of flares among patients with early rheumatoid arthritis (ra).

Authors: Signorovitch J, Betts K, Garg V, Bao Y.

Impact of early versus late systemic lupus erythematosus diagnosis on clinical and economic outcomes.

Authors: Oglesby A, Korves C, Laliberte F, Dennis G, Rao S, Suthoff ED, Wei R, Duh MS.

Economic implications of flares among patients with early rheumatoid arthritis (ra).

Authors: Signorovitch J, Betts K, Garg V, Bao Y.

An indirect comparison and cost per responder analysis of adalimumab, methotrexate (MTX) and apremilast in the treatment of MTX-naive psoriatic arthritis (PSA) patients.

Authors: Strand V, Griffith J, Betts K, Friedman A, Signorovitch J, Ganguli A.

Real-world medication persistence with single versus multiple tablet regimens for HIV-1 treatment.

Authors: Sweet D, Song J, Zhong Y, Signorovitch J.

ASAS40 and ASDAS responses are associated with improved physical function, HRQOL, and work productivity in patients with non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis.

Authors: Van Der Heijde D, Joshi A, Mittal M, Pangan A, Chen N, Betts K, Qi C, Bao Y.

Claims database analysis of adherence to adalimumab therapy and health care costs for patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

Authors: Liu Y, Tundia N, Skup M, Ayyagari R, Du EX, Chao J, Mulani P, Bao Y.
A prediction model that identifies patients most likely to benefit from first-line therapy with adalimumab plus methotrexate in early rheumatoid arthritis.


Authors: Van Vollenhoven RF, Betts K, Signorovitch J, Bao C, Shaw JW, Ganguli A.

Real-world risk of fall-related injuries among rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients treated with tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (anti-TNFs) or methotrexate (MTX).


Authors: Bao Y, Ganguli A, De G, Kelkar S, Curtis JR.

Cost-effectiveness of single versus multiple tablet regimens for treatment of HIV-1 infection.


Authors: Sweet DE, Zhuo DY, Macalalad AR, Signorovitch J.

Real-world persistence with single versus multiple tablet regimens for HIV-1 treatment.


Authors: Sweet DE, Kim Y, Song J, Zhong Y, Signorovitch J.

The economic burden of osteoarthritis in Americans: Analysis from a privately insured population.


Authors: Wang SX, Ganguli AX, Macaulay D, Reichmann W, Medema JK, Cifaldi MA.

Real-world treatment patterns during and after an emergency room or acute care facility visit for gout.


Authors: Krishnan E, Cloutier M, Guérin A, Héroux J.

Real-world medication persistence with single versus multiple tablet regimens for HIV-1 treatment.


Authors: Sweet D, Song J, Zhong Y, Signorovitch J.

Treatment patterns in psoriatic arthritis patients newly initiated on oral nonbiologic or biologic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs.


Authors: Zhang HF, Gauthier G, Hiscock R, Curtis JR.

Cost-per-responder analysis of biological agents for the treatment of active ankylosing spondylitis in Germany.


Authors: Betts KA, Joshi AD, Yan SY, Zhou Z, Rao S, Wolff M, Cifaldi M.

Indirect comparison of joint damage prevention with adalimumab v. Abatacept, each in combination with methotrexate, in early rheumatoid arthritis.


Authors: Wu EQ, Cifaldi M, Diener M, Kaltenboeck A, Ganguli A, Bergman M.

Assessment of wage and salary growth in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).


Authors: Bergman MJ, De G, Ganguli A, Signorovitch J, Bao Y.
Cost-effectiveness of different treatment sequences including adalimumab in the treat-to-target framework for early rheumatoid arthritis in Germany.


*Authors:* Wolff M, Zhou ZY, Signorovitch J, Shaw JW, Ganguli A.

The economic burden of osteoarthritis in Americans: Analysis from a privately insured population.


*Authors:* Wang SX, Ganguli AX, Macaulay D, Reichmann W, Medema J, Cifaldi MA.

Spondyloarthritis epidemiology and burden phase 2 [speed 2] study: Disease progression in axial spondyloarthropathy (SpA).


*Authors:* Ruderman E, Strand V, Joshi A, Bao Y, Betts K, Chopra P, McGuire MB, Rao SA.

Clinical outcomes and healthcare utilization following early versus late diagnosis of systemic lupus.


*Authors:* Korves C, Laliberte F, Suthoff E, Wei R, Oglesby A, Dennis G, Duh MS.

Effect of adalimumab on physical function, health-related quality of life, and work productivity in patients with peripheral spondyloarthritis: Results from the ability-2 clinical trial.


*Authors:* Mease PJ, Rao S, Betts KA, Lu M, Fan L, Pangan AL, Van Der Heijde D, Cifaldi MA.

The effect of adalimumab on risk of major adverse cardiovascular events in rheumatoid arthritis: A meta-analysis of randomized trials.


*Authors:* Burmester G, Emery P, Signorovitch J, Williams D, Valdes J, Bao Y, Mulani PM.

Progression from undifferentiated spondyloarthritis to ankylosing spondylitis: Is USPA a proxy for non-radiographic axial SPA?


Switching from adalimumab to other disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs without apparent medical reasons in rheumatoid arthritis: Impact on health care service use.


*Authors:* Signorovitch J, Bao Y, Samuelson T, Mulani PM.

Treatment patterns in psoriatic arthritis (PSA) patients newly initiated on oral disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs).


*Authors:* Zhang F, Guerin A, Gauthier G, Curtis J.
Use of anti-TNF therapy is associated with reduced cardiovascular event risk in rheumatoid arthritis.


Authors: Nurmohamed MT, Bao Y, Signorovitch J, Mulani PM, Furst DE.

Health care resource utilization (HRU) and costs associated with disease activity in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE): A retrospective observational cohort analysis.


Authors: Kan H, Guerin A, Kaminsky MS, Yu AP, Wu EQ, Denio AE, Jhingran PM, Narayanan S, Molta C.

Matching-adjusted indirect comparison of lipid profile at 48 weeks among treatment naive HIV-1 patients treated with atazanavir/ritonavir versus darunavir/ritonavir.


Authors: Xie J, Juday TR, Swallow E, Du X, Uy J, Hebden T, Signorovitch J.

A longitudinal analysis of costs associated with change in disease activity in systemic lupus erythematosus.


Authors: Kan H, Guerin A, Kaminsky MS, Yu AP, Wu EQ, Denio A, Priti J, Narayanan S, Molta C.

Matching-adjusted indirect comparison of adalimumab vs etanercept and infliximab for the treatment of psoriatic arthritis.


Authors: Kirson NY, Rao S, Birnbaum HG, Kantor E, Wei RS, Cifaldi M.

Pain relief and tolerability balance of immediate release tapentadol or oxycodone treatment for patients with moderate to severe osteoarthritis or low back pain.


Authors: Kavanagh S, Kwong W, Hammond G, Nelson W, Upmalis D, Yang M.

Real-world role of tricyclic antidepressants in the treatment of fibromyalgia.


Authors: Reed C, Birnbaum HG, Ivanova JI, Schiller M, Waldman T, Mullen RE, Swindle R.

Comorbidity burden, healthcare resource utilization, and costs in chronic gout patients refractory to conventional urate-lowering therapy.


Authors: Wu EQ, Forsythe A, Guerin A, Yu AP, Latremouille-Viau D, Tsaneva M.

Comparison of medical costs among patients using adalimumab and infliximab: a retrospective study (COMPAIRS).


Authors: Sussman DA, Kubiliun N, Mulani PM, Chao J, Gillis CA, Yang M, Lu M, M TA.

Glucocorticoid-induced tumor necrosis factor receptor family-related protein exacerbates collagen-induced arthritis by enhancing the expansion of Th17 cells.


Impact of omalizumab on emergency-department visits, hospitalizations, and corticosteroid use among patients with uncontrolled asthma.


Authors: Lafeuille MH, Dean J, Zhang J, Duh MS, Gorsch B, Lefebvre P.
Changes in utilization and costs for patients with rheumatoid arthritis, 1997 to 2006.

Authors: Birnbaum HG, Pike C, Banerjee R, Waldman T, Cifaldi M.

Authors: Bergman MJ, Shaw JW, Cifaldi MA, Guerin A, Chopra P, Signorovitch J.

Comparison of rheumatoid arthritis-related health care resource use and comorbidities among patients with rheumatoid arthritis treated with adalimumab vs etanercept.
Authors: Xie J, Ganguli A, Yang H, Parikh K, Wu EQ, Cifaldi M.

Health care costs in psoriatic arthritis (PSA) patients newly initiated on a biologic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARDs) or methotrexate (MTX).
Authors: Zhang F, Hiscock R, Curtis J.

Healthcare costs in psoriatic arthritis patients newly initiated on a biologic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug or methotrexate.
Authors: Zhang F, Hiscock R, Curtis J.

Patient-reported outcomes associated with achieving and maintaining low disease activity in rheumatoid arthritis.
Abstract: Annual Scientific Meeting of the American College of Rheumatology and Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals 2012 Washington, DC United States Nov 9-14 2012.

Treatment patterns in psoriatic arthritis (PSA) patients newly initiated on non-biologic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDS).
Authors: Curtis J, Gauthier G, Hiscock R, Zhang F.

Treatment patterns in psoriatic arthritis patients newly initiated on non-biologic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs.
Authors: Curtis J, Gauthier G, Hiscock R, Zhang F.

Use of anti-tumor necrosis factor therapy is associated with reduced cardiovascular event risk in rheumatoid arthritis.
Authors: Nurmohamed MT, Bao Y, Signorovitch J, Mulani PM, Furst DE.
**Adherence to subcutaneous vs. Oral disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs in rheumatoid arthritis.**


*Authors:* Bergman M, Bao Y, Ayyagari R, Mulani PM.

**Comparative efficacy at 48 weeks of atazanavir/ritonavir versus darunavir/ritonavir in treatment naive HIV-1 patients: A matching adjusted indirect comparison of randomized trials.**


*Authors:* Xie J, Juday T, Swallow E, Du X, Uy J, Hebden T, Signorovitch J.

**Impact of early versus late systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) diagnosis on clinical and economic outcomes.**


*Authors:* Oglesby AK, Dennis GL, Korves C, Laliberte F, Suthoff ED, Wei R, Duh MS.

**Variation in the use of biologics in the management of rheumatoid arthritis across the United kingdom.**


*Authors:* Choy E, McAuliffe S, Roberts K, Sargeant I.

**Biologic disease-modifying drug treatment patterns and associated costs for patients with rheumatoid Arthritis.**


**Economic burden of psoriatic arthritis and obesity in patients with psoriatic arthritis in the United States.**

*Abstract:* Annual Scientific Meeting of the American College of Rheumatology and Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals 2011 Chicago, IL United States. Nov 4-9, 2011.

*Authors:* Zhang F, Guerin A, Latremouille-Viau D, Day RR, Khan Z.

**Prevalence of autoimmune diseases and other comorbidities in patients with psoriatic arthritis in the united states.**

*Abstract:* Annual Scientific Meeting of the American College of Rheumatology and Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals 2011 Chicago, IL United States. Nov 4-9, 2011.

*Authors:* Zhang F, Guerin A, Gauthier G, Day R, Khan Z.

**Uncontrolled serum uric acid in veteran gout patients is associated with a higher risk of diabetes.**

*Abstract:* Annual Scientific Meeting of the American College of Rheumatology and Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals 2011 SUPPL, Chicago, IL United States. Nov 4-9, 2011.


**Uncontrolled serum uric acid is associated with an increased risk of developing renal disease in veterans with gout.**

*Abstract:* Annual Scientific Meeting of the American College of Rheumatology and Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals 2011 SUPPL, Chicago, IL United States. Nov 4-9, 2011.


**Economic model of workplace impacts of anti-TNF therapy for rheumatoid arthritis in Brazil.**

*Abstract:* ISPOR 3rd Latin America Conference Mexico City Mexico. Sep 8-10, 2011.

*Authors:* Teich V, Chaves L, Birnbaum H, Pike C, Waryas C, Cifaldi M.
Indirect comparison of adalimumab versus etanercept for the treatment of psoriatic arthritis.
Authors: Kirson NR; S.; Birnbaum, H. G.; Kantor, E.; Wei, R.; Cifaldi, M.

Real-world role of tricyclic antidepressants in the treatment of fibromyalgia.
Abstract: 30th Annual Scientific Meeting of the American Pain Society Conference Austin, TX United States. May 19-21, 2011.
Authors: Swindle R, Birnbaum H, Ivanova J, Schiller M, Waldman T, Mullen R, Reed C.

Effects of adalimumab versus placebo on risk of symptom worsening in psoriasis and subsequent impacts on health-related quality-of-life: analysis of pooled data from two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre clinical trials.
Authors: Papp KA, Signorovitch J, Ramakrishnan K, Yu AP, Gupta SR, Bao Y, Mulani PM.

Evaluating the efficacy of sequential biologic therapies for rheumatoid arthritis patients with an inadequate response to tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors.
Authors: Rendas-Baum R, Wallenstein GV, Koncz T, Kosinski M, Yang M, Bradley J, Zwislik SH.

Refractory gout brings economic pain.
Publication: PharmacoEconomics & Outcomes News 2011 03; 623: 5.
Authors: Wu E.

The effect of adalimumab on reducing depression symptoms in patients with moderate to severe psoriasis: a randomized clinical trial.
Authors: Menter A, Augustin M, Signorovitch J, Yu AP, Wu EQ, Gupta SR, Bao Y, Mulani P.

Societal cost of rheumatoid arthritis patients in the US.
Authors: Birnbaum H, Pike C, Kaufman R, Marynchenko M, Kidolezi Y, Cifaldi M.

Direct and indirect costs of spondlyoarthritis patients pre-and post-diagnosi.
Authors: Kirson N, Birnbaum H, Rao S, Swallow E, Waldman T, Dayoub E, Cifaldi M.

Evaluation of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) risk for patients with fibromyalgia syndrome in the United States.
Authors: Mease PJ, Duh MS, Vekeman F, Lefebvre P, Laliberte F, Boerstoel-Streefland M, Jiang W, Zimetbaum PJ.

Diagnostic and resource use profiles before and after diagnosis of spondyloarthritis.
Authors: Kirson N, Birnbaum H, Rao S, Swallow K, Waldman T, Dayoub E, Cifaldi M.
Longer psoriasis duration is independently associated with greater persistent functional impairment in patients with psoriatic arthritis.

Authors: Kimball A, Signorovitch J, Mulani P, Bao Y.

Impact of adalimumab on symptoms of psoriatic arthritis in patients with moderate to severe psoriasis: a pooled analysis of randomized clinical trials.
Authors: Mease PJ, Signorovitch J, Yu AP, Wu EQ, Gupta SR, Bao Y, Mulani PM.

Comparison of health care use and costs in newly diagnosed and established patients with fibromyalgia.
Authors: White LA, Robinson RL, Yu AP, Kaltenboeck A, Samuels S, Mallett D, Birnbaum HG.

Employer model of workplace impacts of anti-TNF therapy for rheumatoid arthritis.
Authors: Birnbaum H, Pike C, Kaufman R, Cifaldi M.

Frequency, risk, and cost of gout-related episodes among the elderly: does serum uric acid level matter?
Authors: Wu EQ, Patel PA, Mody RR, Yu AP, Cahill KE, Tang J, Krishnan E.

Workplace impacts of anti-TNF therapies in rheumatoid arthritis: review of the literature.
Authors: Birnbaum H, Shi L, Pike C, Kaufman R, Sun P, Cifaldi M.

Changes in health care utilization and costs for employed patients with rheumatoid arthritis from 19972006.
Abstract: American College of Rheumatology/Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals Annual Scientific Meeting, ACR/ARHP 09 Atlanta, GA United States Nov 6-11, 2010.
Authors: Birnbaum H, Pike C, Banerjee R, Waldman T, Cifaldi M.

The costs of treatment failure gout: A claims-based analysis.
Authors: Wu EQ, Yu AP, Guerin A, Latremouille-Viau D, Tsaneva M, Forsythe A.

Societal cost of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in the United States: Methodology for incorporating intangible costs.
Authors: Birnbaum H, Pike C, Kaufman R, Marynchenko M, Kidolezi Y, Cifaldi M.

Impact of adalimumab treatment in the workplace in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
Authors: Cifaldi MA, Birnbaum H, Pike C, Kaufman R, Schiller M, Shi L, Sun P, Ray S.

Adalimumab reduces symptoms of psoriatic arthritis among psoriasis patients with comorbid psoriatic arthritis.
Authors: Mease P, Signorovitch J, Mulani P, Gupta S.
The effect of adalimumab treatment for moderate to severe psoriasis on concurrent response for both psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis.


*Authors:* Mease P, Signorovitch J, Mulani P, Gupta S.

Direct and indirect costs of pain therapy for osteoarthritis in an insured population in the United States.


*Authors:* White AG, Birnbaum HG, Janagap C, Buteau S, Schein J.

Disease-related and all-cause health care costs of elderly patients with gout.

*Publication:* Journal of Managed Care Pharmacy 2008 03; 14(2): 164-175.

*Authors:* Wu EQ, Patel PA, Yu AP, Mody RR, Cahill KE, Tang J, Krishnan E.

Employees with fibromyalgia: medical comorbidity, healthcare costs, and work loss.


*Authors:* White LA, Birnbaum HG, Kaltenboeck A, Tang J, Mallett D, Robinson RL.

Retrospective claims data analysis of dosage adjustment patterns of TNF antagonists among patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

*Publication:* Current Medical Research and Opinion 2008 08; 24(8): 2229-2240. doi: 10.1185/0300799080229548.

*Authors:* Wu E, Chen L, Birnbaum H, Yang E, Cifaldi M.

Mapping MOS Sleep Scale scores to SF-6D utility index.


*Authors:* Yang M, Dubois D, Kosinski M, Sun X, Gajria K.

Cost of care for patients with rheumatoid arthritis receiving TNF-antagonist therapy using claims data.


*Authors:* Wu E, Chen L, Birnbaum H, Yang E, Cifaldi M.

Cost and Risk of Gout Flares among the Elderly: Does Serum Uric Acid Level Matter?

*Abstract:* American Geriatrics Society Annual Scientific Meeting, Seattle, WA May 2-6, 2007.

*Authors:* Wu EQ, Patel P, Krishnan E, Yu AP, Cahill KE, Tang J, Mody R.


*Abstract:* American Geriatrics Society Annual Scientific Meeting, Seattle, WA May 2-6, 2007.

*Authors:* Wu EQ, Patel P, Krishnan E, Yu AP, Cahill KE, Tang J, Mody R.


*Abstract:* American Geriatrics Society Annual Scientific Meeting, Seattle, WA May 2-6, 2007.

*Authors:* Wu EQ, Patel P, Krishnan E, Yu AP.

Book Section: Linking administrative claims data with archival productivity measures to inform employer decision making.

*In:* Kessler R, Stang P (eds).


*Authors:* Greenberg PE, Birnbaum HG.

Linking Administrative Claim Data with Archival Productivity Measures to Inform Employer Decision-Making.


*Authors:* Greenberg P, Birnbaum H.
Improved health-related quality of life for rheumatoid arthritis patients treated with abatacept who have inadequate response to anti-TNF therapy in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre randomized clinical trial.
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